Evolve With the Future of
Voice Communications
POTS over Broadband
Rethink Your Connectivity Strategy for Critical Applications

As carriers move toward final retirement of their copper networks, you’re faced with increasing costs and an
unsupported network. You know you need to take action, but transitioning your voice and specialty lines – fax,
alarms, elevators – can be a daunting task.

We Make Nationwide POTS Migrations Easy
With Spectrotel’s robust voice over anything portfolio, you have options to support your current network
architecture and features, so you don’t have to give up the capabilities you rely on with copper POTS service.
Spectrotel’s POTS over Broadband allows for an equally reliable voice and utility line solution, so you can migrate
off legacy networks with ease.

Transform Your Legacy Networks
Spectrotel is the only company that partners with the four largest cable providers. Spectrotel
POTS over Broadband offers a business grade voice service alternative to traditional POTS lines.

The Spectrotel Advantage
Nationwide Footprint

We have agreements with the four largest cable
providers -- wherever they can provide internet, we can
provide POTS over Broadband.

Simple

Fixed-price service with unlimited calling within the
U.S., Canada, and Puerto Rico with no extra fees and
surcharges

Utility Hardened

High-quality service delivered on private networks
certified to support alarm, fax, POS, and elevator lines,
plus network diversity for alarm systems

Flexible Options

Network consolidation when bundled with internet
with 1-, 2-, and 3-year terms

Technology Choice

Option for delivery over wireless for locations not
served by cable internet

Hands-On Help

Fully managed implementation process for a
smooth transition

One Call to Make

No finger pointing. We take ownership of site work,
cutover, and ongoing service.

POTS Over Broadband

Crystal-clear calling on a virtual private network

Standard features, voice modem, battery backup, and
professional installation included

Flat-rated MRC with no hidden surcharges

Features
and
Benefits

Network consolidation when bundled with internet

Network diverse voice option

Network monitoring standard with all services
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The Spectrotel Difference
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Common POTS features like E911, 3-way calling, call forwarding,
caller ID, and hunting included (enhanced features optional)

Leveraging more than 25 years coordinating and managing disparate carriers
and networks, Spectrotel is pioneering the Next Generation Aggregator provider
class to source and integrate best-in-class components and uniquely craft
comprehensive integrated solutions. We dig deep to understand specific
organizational requirements and take an expansive approach to recommend the
optimal technology mix to minimize risk, optimize resources and technology,
and modernize the enterprise.
Stay ahead of regulatory changes. Start executing a crafted migration plan with
Spectrotel’s POTS over Broadband.

For more information on
POTS over Broadband contact

sales@spectrotel.com
877.542.9200
spectrotel.com

Human Crafted.
Enterprise Optimized.

